Name:

Date:

-ent words 3

The sound (unt) is most often represented by the letters ent when it comes at
the end of words, like in the words below.
Remember: Say the word aloud, then say each letter aloud as you write it e.g.
'silent, s ... i ... l ... e ... n ... t'

If it is silent (si/lent) then there is no noise at all.

To be efficient (ef/fi/cient) means to be quick and effective.

In a tournament (tour/na/ment) people or teams play against each other.

You speak with the same accent (ac/cent) as other people from your area.

If you are confident (con/fi/dent) then you believe in yourself.

To be consistent (con/sis/tent) means that you are the same all the time.

Frequent (fre/quent) means often.

If someone is violent (vi/o/lent) then they hurt other people.

To be innocent (in/no/cent) means to have not done anything wrong.

To be a decent (de/cent) person means to be kind.

Now test yourself without looking at the words and check for yourself if you got
them all right. Practice writing any words that you made mistakes on again.
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Try to spell each word without looking at it.

If it is

then there is no noise at all.

To be

means to be quick and effective.

In a

people or teams play against each other.

You speak with the same

If you are

To be

as other people from your area.

then you believe in yourself.

means that you are the same all the time.

means often.
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To be
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then they hurt other people.

means to have not done anything wrong.

person means to be kind.
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